
Relativa pronomen
Facit

who
whom
which
that
whose

1 Here is the street I talked about. Here is the street which I talked about. Here is the street that I talked about. 3
2 The doctor I visited lives in Brighton. The doctor whom I visited lives in Brighton. x 2
3 There is the house whose owner has disappeared. x x 5
4 Much that has been said about them is not true. x x 4
5 They opened the window I had closed. They opened the window which I had closed. They opened the window that I had closed. 3
6 The bracelet whose value is difficult to estimate has been stolen.x x 5
7 Her boyfriend who had just gone to England couldn't come.Her boyfriend who had just left for England couldn't come.x 1
8 We often think of the people we met on our trip. We often think of the people we met on our journey.We often think of the people whom we met on our trip.2
9 All that was left was an empty wallet. x x 4

10 Do you know the boy whose sister we talked to? Do you know the boy whose sister we spoke with?x 5
11 The customer I sold the book to was from Brighton. The customer whom I sold the book to was from Brighton. x 1
12 I have got the knives which are in the cupboard from England.I have got the knives that are in the cupboard from England.x 3
13 The rivers which flow through the country are very deep. The rivers that flow through the country are very deep.x 3
14 The bird whose wings are hurt can't fly. The bird whose wings are injured can't fly. x 3
15 The oldest member we talked to is 80. The oldest member whom we talked to is 80. The oldest member we spoke with is 80.2
16 The soldiers were looking for something they had left. The soldiers were looking for something which they had left.The soldiers were looking for something that they had left.3
17 The car whose speed was too high crashed. The car whose speed was too high smashed. x 5
18 He found little that was of interestto him. x x 4
19 The captain who is over there is her brother. x x 1
20 I have lost the ticket I bought. I have lost the ticket which I bought. I have lost the ticket that I bought. 3
21 Can you show me a parachute which is better than tis one?x x 3
22 We talked to the girl whose parents were English. We spoke with the girl whose parents were English.x 5
23 That is all that I have to say. That is all I've got to say. That is all that I've got to say. 4
24 The rifle the warrior had was made in the USA. The rifle which the warrior had was made in the USA.The rifle that the warrior had was made in the USA.3
25 Much that had been stolen was found by the police. x x 4
26 I have lost the ticket I bought. I have lost the ticket which I bought. I have lost the ticket that I bought. 3
27 The crew who had to leave the ship are now in London. The crew who were forced to leave the ship are now in London.x 1
28 We talked to the children who were playing in the street. We spoke with the children who were playing in the street.x 1
29 The teacher asked a question nobody could answer. The teacher asked a question which nobody could answer.The teacher asked a question that nobody could answer.3


